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The Lottery: 
1. Profusely: in an abundant manner.   
2. Boisterous: noisy, turbulent, or rowdy. 
3. Reprimand: a severe or formal reproof. 
4. Jovial: good-humored or merry. 
5. Scold: a person a person who disturbs the public peace by noisy, quarrelsome or abusive behavior. 
6. Paraphernalia: personal property, all the objects needed for or connected with a particular activity. 
7. Perfunctory: lacking in interest or enthusiasm. 
8. Duly: in a dull manner or time. 
9. Interminably: seemingly without an end. 
10. Soberly: in a grave and sober manner. 
11. Gravely: seriously. 
12. Petulantly: insolent or rude in speech or behavior. 
Cockroach milk: 
1. The next big thing:  A new product, idea, that people think could be a big success in the near future. 
2. Dairy:  Concerned with or involved in the production of milk 
3. Superfood: Relating to process of providing or obtaining the food necessary for health and growth. 
4. Milking:  Getting milk from a cow or other animal, either by hand or mechanically. 
5. Industrial:  Very great in extent or amount. 
6. Guilt-free:  Not having the feeling of having done something wrong. 
7. Replicate: Make an exact copy of; reproduce. 
8. Jump on the bandwagon: Join other people in doing or supporting something fashionable or 

something that is likely to be successful. 
 Japanese girl dyes her hair: 
1. Suing: taking to court. 
2. Dye: Color. 
3. Repeatedly: Again and again. 
4. Throughout: All over. 
5. Banned: forbidden. 
6. Embarrassment: shame. 
7. Psychological: mental. 
8. Collapsed: fainted. 
Uncle Wilbur: 
1. Reluctantly: Unwillingly  
2. Launched: past of launch: open, start on, initiate.  
3. Wary: Cautious, suspicious, cagey, and mistrustful.  
4. Downright: Absolute, total, utter.  
5. Reminiscing: Gerund of reminisce: recall, talk about, and hark back to.  
6. Outer space: Deep space, universe, cosmos. 
7. Lightning rods: metal stick to receive lightning and ground them to the soil. 
8. Mindful: aware, alert, and watchful. 
9. A passing fancy: a liking that lasts only a short time. 
10. Good old-fashioned: ideas, customs, or values are the ideas, customs, or values of the past. 
11. Impending tragedy: An imminent bad situation. 
12. Foresee: to predict, forecast. 
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Parts of the Speech   

 
Class Summary  

 
 

Definitions of the parts of the speech. 
The function of the parts of the speech. 
Usage and examples of the parts of the speech in the sentence 
Identification of parts of the speech:  
Example  Her (Possessive adjective) store  (noun) is (verb) for (preposition) sale  (noun).  
 

Persuasive Essay   

  
Based on your notes and 
the video studied in the 
classroom. 
 

Parts of the Opinion / Persuasive Essay: Introduction, body, conclusion. 
Recommendations for writing a good essay. 
Parts of the Introduction: Hook, Background, and Thesis Statement. 
Parts of body: Support ideas: reasons & details, and counter-argument. Refute or concede. 
Parts of conclusion: Restate the thesis, summarize and Strong statement. 
 
Video link:  https://youtu.be/DqwzYoThUpg . 

Grammar   

 
Other, another the 
other… 
 
 

 
Based on the grammar booklet, videos and homework practices on the topics. 
 
To perform the correct use of adjectives and pronoun: other, another, ect… 
 
Video:  https://www.engvid.com/other-another-otherwise/ 
 
Online practice:   http://a4esl.org/q/h/vm/anothertheother.html 
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